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Is You In or Is You Out? 

St. Matthew 25:1-13 

 

 On the wall of my study is print number 3 of 128 prints of the “Foolish 

Virgins.” by the Chinese artist He Qi. I love the painting not just because of its 

beauty but because of what it represents. For I have been rightly accused of 

poor planning. 

 

 Several years ago I was asked by a peer to plan and take charge of 

children and youth activities for his church’s celebration. I used to be a youth 

minister so I planned a really ‘groovy’ experience. Several months later I spoke 

with him at a seminar. He asked me, “What happened Wayne? You were 

supposed to be at our celebration. Poor Planning on my part. No follow through.  

 

 I wonder if this is how you picture this parable? One mistake and the 

opportunity is gone. My peer was gracious and forgave me. He was so Christ-

like, it compelled me to think of Jesus’ other parable, the ‘Prodigal Son,’ where 

it was not one failure and you are out. 

 

 Perhaps our interpretation of this parable ought not to be of the ‘foolish’ 

virgins but the ‘wise.’ Virgins. Their wisdom came from being prepared, of 

course.  But for what were they prepared? Why the need for extra oil? Could it 

be that these young ladies were solidly prepared to wait for the Bridegroom? 

The potential problem maybe our lack of preparation. 

 

 In the church universal there has always been talk about the ‘end times.’ 

Should we sell everything and go to Ghana? Do we live in constant anxiety like 

we do when driving on I-5? How then should we live? For these virgins it 

seemed like a wedding, or a joyous celebration followed by nappie time. There 

was no tension because they had made their preparation. 

 

 In my case, today’s parable is like being at our son Dennis’ high school 

baseball games, sitting in the stands with the other parents and cheering the 



 

team on. There was a huge difference between the energy level in the stands at 

home games and visitor games. It’s not a lot of fun the cheer by yourself! 

 

 We don’t quit our support until the third out in the bottom of the 9th 

inning. When there is no action on the field we relax and talk with one another. 

This is how I picture the wise virgins at the wedding feast. They are enjoying 

life in the moment and yet are ready for action to begin on the field of dreams.  

 

  These wise virgins are waiting for Jesus to return at any moment or at 

any moment in the future. They are not passive but prepared. 

 

 Not all waiting will be like waiting for a wedding or something joyous. In 

this life there are going to be rough patches, times when we are disappointed 

with our lives, our culture, or even our church. But as the Body of Christ we do 

not face this alone. We cry with those who weep; we celebrate with those who 

are joyous; we pray together for needs and with gratitude, giving thanks for 

everything good. In death or in life we continue to be God’s children. 

  

 Often, it requires tears to reestablish our vision and recognize that God is 

still waiting for us as we wait for God. Just like the wise virgins, we are prepared 

for this awaiting in hope and in readiness to serve whether Jesus returns today 

or we go to be with God. This hope never disappoints. Alleluia. Amen. 

  

 


